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.. ... Within the perspective of the new millennium, the European steel industry is increasingly 
confronted  with  challenges  posed  by  the  globalisatioil  of economies.  In  its  recent 
Communication  "The  competitiveness  of  European  enterprises  in  the  face  of 
globalisation"
1
,  the Commission analysed the competitive position of Europe's industry 
in  this  respect.  Despite  economic  ..  turbulence  currently  characterising  some  major 
economies,  the  EU,  by  reaping  the  fruits  of the  Singh!  Market  creation  and  the 
introduction of the euro, is succeeding in maintaining a positive non-inflationary growth. 
However, in  view of the further opening· of world_ .markets and increased competition, the 
EU  still  has  an  important  task  of  improving.  its  in-dustrial  competitiveness,  while 
contributing to the social. economical and envir<;mmentally sound development of the. EU 
economy. 
The framework in  which the EU steel  industry operates has changed as  a result of the 
introduction  of market-oriented· policies  (deregulation,  privatisation,  strict  state  aid 
discipline, removal  of trade barriers) since the late eighties.  Industry operations arc.  in. 
view of increased public awareness .for the environment, pushed towards environmentally 
·~friendly"  products _and  technologies.  Moreover,  client  requirements .  have  induced 
production  of  innovative  quality  products  in  combination  with  a  high  "service"' 
component-For their part, steel employees have obtained improved working conditions. 
in return for higher qualifications an~ productivity.  ( 
Although  the steel  business will  remain  volatile,  taking into account.  in  partinalar.  thl' 
new competitors challenging the existing players, the increasing global concentratim1 of 
client  industries,  the  accelerating· technological  changes  and  the  permanent  cost/price 
squeeze for steel products, the conditions for facing future challenges arc good. This is 
'  . 
due to  the considerable efforts made by  the  EU  steel industry to reshape  its  production 
structure,  improve  its  technological  performance  and  better  employ  the  skills  of its 
human resources. Moreover, via strategic alliances, the industry has transcended nationiil 
~oundaries and developed a truly European production and market base. With the expiry 
ofthe ECSC Treaty in 2002, the regulatory framework underwhich the industry operates 
will .be changed from mrunly sector-oriented into the EU policy a,pplied to the whole of 
the manufacturing industry.  ·  · 
In  this context,· parties ,involved in the :Steel  business  are challenged to re-assess  their 
. strategies  in  order  to  identify,  in  co-operation  with  national  authorities  and  the 
Commission, actions necessary to further strengthen the competitiveness of the EU steel 
int)ustry. This Communication  s~ould he supportive in  this respect by analysing current 
key features of the  industry (chapter 2), as  well  as  i,dentifying the  main challenges in  ils 
competitive  environment  (chapter 3).  Actions  to  be  initiated  by  the  industrial  actors, 
Member  SL<ttcs  and/or  the  EU  lnstituti<lns  to  foster  the  glob-al.  and  sustainable 
competitiveness of the EU steel industry, are developed in chapter 4. 
" .j,·  ' 
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2.1.  Structure of the E U steel industry 
The structure of the European steel industrl  has changed considerably following  several 
phases of restructuring and the privatisation of practically all  the publicly owned steel 
companies.  Rational~sation  of  production  structures  and  substantial  investments  in 
modern. st~elmaking processes and technologies has drastically improved performance of 
steel facilities. Labour productivity has increased substantially, illustrated by the fact that 
·total  crude steel  output has- increased by. 20% over the J~t ten  ye~s.  · whilst  the totai 
wor.kforcc  has  been  reduced  by  40%. · The ·competitiveness  of the  industry  has  been 
further enhanced through cross-border strategic alliances, espeCially in  the_ field of high 
vah.Jc-addcd  steels~ or consolidation between one or more former European competitors  .. 
Today, over 60% t>f steel output is  produced hy  5 groups, against 23%  in  1993.  At  the 
end of J99R; the steel industry employed about 290 000 people and total production value 
is  estimated at  €  75  bili'ion. The ElJ is  both the-world's biggest' steel producer and  the_ 
largest single steel market. ·  ., 
. Within the sech)ll of first  processing, a substantial part of the steel  industry's output  is 
manufactured  according  to -different  user  requirements.  This  sector  is  composed  of 
various  industrial  branches,  in  particular pipe  and  tube  makers  and  various ·companies-
engaged in  cold rolling and drawing.  Together these  branches count some 3000 firms .. 
m-any  of which are SMEs, employing more  than  150.000 workers and representing  an 
annual  production. value  estimated  at  over. half of that  of the  ECSC  Steel  industry. 
Moreover, another group of companies, many of them being world leaders_  in  their field. 
offer their services to the steel industry and its clients. Apart from the· suppliers of steel 
pro~essiQg  inst~llations,  other  equipment  ~md  consumables  and  a  vast  range  of 
professi_onal services, this also includes. steel service centres and/or steel stockholders and 
scrap recovery and recycling companies. 
r 
2.2.  Technology base 
Steel  is  produced  by  two  different  basic  technologies.  Integrated  steelworks  produce 
crude steel out of iron ore and coal. Due to the high quality of steel made, this technology 
acwunts for  most of the production of flal  sheets and plates. The Electric  Arc  Furnace 
(EAF),  which  requires  a  lower  capital  intensity  and  provides  a. greater  operational. 
flexibility,  was .in  the  past  primarilY· aimed  at  long  products  (including' special  steCI 
products).  Driven by new technological- developments, it  has started to he  used  also  for 
flat  slecl production. This requires generally high quali.ty scrap or the addition of "virgin" 
n1aterials  like sponge iron  (DRI), hot  briquetted  iron (HBI), cold pig  iron  or hot  metal 
from  blast furnaces or smelting reduction plants. Currently the pmt of steel produced by 
lhc EAF route amounts to 37% in the EU, which is comparable to the situation in Japan, 
against 45% in the USA.  ·  · 
• 
Technological developments, aiming at improvement of processes and products, as. well 
as the  reduction of raw material and energy consumption, h'ave become conti~uous, with 
the  time  horizon  f()l"  selecting,  implementing ·and  amortising  investments  in  new 
tedmology signi licant ly compressed. Morc.over, the. results. of RTD are rapidly becoming 
available on the market, also  onl.~ring competitors the possibllity
1of ohtaining s~ate of the. 
at1  tcdmol{,gy.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
r  .. In order to keep a competitive edge on technology and to achieve financial retums from  -
it,  the  EU  industry  strongly depends  on its  ability  to  innovate.  This  continm~s to  be 
addressed through RTD programmes at company level and through co-operative :research 
fostered and supported under the ECSC Treaty and through the progressive inclusion of. 
s~eel research in the 5th Framework Programme of Community RTD
3
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2.3.  Customer base 
Steel is an essential input for the whole of  economic activity, and is consumed in both the 
investment  goods  industry  (construction,  machinery,  heavy  transport)  and  in  the 
consumer goods industry ·(automotive,' household appliances, packaging).  The EU steel 
industry has been particularly successful, through close co-operation with its clients, in 
the  field  of innovation  aiming  at  improving  produCt  standards  and  propertie:;  .  (e.g. 
elasticity, tolerances, weight and corrosion resistance). The range of steels is collstantly 
extended towards new applications and high value-added special steels, to supplement· 
the  existing ·range of so-called  ordinary. steels.  As  a  result,  not  only  the  competitive. 
position of steel compared to its potential substitutes like aluminium, plastic and cement 
is re-enforced but these materials are also increasingly used to comple~ent  each other. · · 
In  this respect, it is  important to note that the EU steel industry has contributecl to the 
global  competitiveness  of a  wide  diversity · of metal-based  sectors  of ·which  three . 
(transport,  machinery  and fabricated  metar products)  are  r~ked in  the  top  5  sectors. 
according to export shares
4 of  the EU industry.  · 
In  order to- meet different customer requirements, a variety of commercial relationships 
have been developed.  Key clients,  like the automotive industry, are  for  the  mc•st  part 
directly supplied by the industry on the basis· of (mostly one year) contracts. Moreover, 
.  indirect  sales  on  the  basis  of  short-tez:m  CQntracts  and  spot  basis  take  place  via 
stockholders and service centres, encompassing about 40% of steel production ·intended 
for the EU market.  Although information and communication technologies (electronic 
·.  commerce,  etc.)  are  increasingly  used  to  facilitate  trading  relations  and  organisation 
structures,  the  limits  of ICT  utilisation  has .not  yet  been fully  exploited  in  the  steel 
business.  ·  · 
2.4.  Material base, energy and transport 
The integrated steel industry in the EU depends on a substantial part of its raw mnterials 
(e.g. iron ore and coking coal) from over.seas markets.  Due to the relative abundance of 
these  materials  no  major  supply  bottlenecks  are  expected.  EU  steel· companies  are 
therefore  less  involved,  compared especially with  Asian  steel  producers,  in  up:;tream 
mining  investments.  Moreover,  improvement  of environmental  performances  c:an  be 
achieved through_ co-operation between  the EU ·steel  industry and  the suppliers of iron 
ore, as well as in the preparation of  coking coal. 
Ferrous scrap is the principal raw material for electric steelmaking. Availability of scrap 
is related to levels of economic development and the EU is a large collector of scrap and 
still a net-exporter. Due to the high impact of transport costs on the scrap trade, regional 
markets are largely developed, for example between the CEECs and the EU. In  order to 
obtain better qualities of scrap,. initiatives are being taken to improve its collection and 
recycling.  The  latter  is  not  only  an  environmental  priority,  but  is  also  intrin:;ically 
profitable thanks to energy savi':lgs and economies in materials. 
3 ~1 
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In. order to extend their raw materials base, and following the drive towards higher value- · 
· added products, electric steel producers increasingly combine scrap with DRIIHBI ~dlor 
other virgin iron.  · 
A further ·group of raw materials, essential for the production of special steels, are ferro.: 
alloys. These materials are for the biggest part imported and constitute an important and 
increasing  part  of  pro.duction  costs.  Long-term  supply  has  to  be  secured  thro-ugh 
facilitating market access.and increased competition between suppliers. 
Electricity and natural gas make up a significant part of steei production costs. Within the 
EU,  electricity  and  natural  gas  prices  show  impo(tant differences,  in  part  because of 
taxation .but also because of different structures and regulation of the supply  industri~s. 
·  Regula~ory regimes can and do lead to disparities between Member States, especially for 
electricity charged to  the steel  industry. Effective implementation of the  Directives. on 
electricity and gas markets should ensure further convergence of price levels. 
The steel sector is very transport intensive. To illustrate this, after crude oil, iron ore and 
coal  are  the  most. important  commodities  in  the ·world's  sea-borne· trade.  Moreover,· 
almost  30% ·of all finished  steel products are. crossing borders world-wide.  Depending 
·upon the quality of the. steel product, the distance to be covered and the transport means · 
to  be employed, transport constitutes between 5 and  15%  of the  selling· price.  Several 
·initiatives have been carried out by the Commission in the field of transport, focussed for 
.  example  on  the  improvement  of the  functioning  of. the  Single  Market, ·particularly 
through the harmonisation of technical stanoards and broadening the external dimension 
by improving transport links between the EU and third ·countries. However, an improved 
.  and  more harmonised regulatory and competitive framework for  rail  freight,  important 
for  transporting  bulk  materjals,  still  needs  to  be  achieved  for  both  economic  and 
environmental reasons. 
2.5.  Human resources 
The  traditional  image  of ·the  steel  industry  as  a  .large~scale  employer  has  been 
slibstaritially eroded; having lost almost 70% of the workforce it had in 1975. In order to 
support · the  need  to  reduce  production  costs,  employee  redundancies  have  been 
accompanied by an extensive set of social measures.  Today, the steelmaker's objective 
-'can be summarised as "achieving the most cost-effective production and selling of high-· 
quality  products  with ·the  smallest  possible 'highly  skilled,  committed  and  integrated 
workforce"
5
.  Consequently,  efficient  human  resources  strategies  are  criticai  to·. 
strengthening  the  competitiveness  of the  steel  industry.  The  trend  towards  :the 
"empowerment" of employees so that they can do the best job for their enterprises, and 
the  introduction of profit centres  and simultaneous engineering next  to  ~'gain-sharing" 
and permanent training, ·are part of these strategi~s  . 
\ 
2.6.  Financial performance and cost structures 
Since the end o-f the  last  restructuring phase,  the  financial  pertormance of the EU  steel 
industry, especially in comparison to its competitors in the TRIAD (EU, US, Japan): h~  . 
significantly impro~ed. Operating costs have been reduced  through .the  introduction of 
advanced  technologies,  efficiency  and  rationalisation  measures  .  and  employment 
reduction. As a  result, manpower productivity in the EU industry is amongst the highest 
achi~ved in the steel business. 
4 Although further cost ~uction  will be actively sought; future cost flexibilicy  risks to be 
_lir:nited especially beeause employment costs (including the non-wage element) in the EU 
·. remain.high compared to-most competitors. · 
In  this  respect,  it is  important  to  note  that· the  EU  steel  industry  faces  •:.ompetitors 
benefiting from comparative cost advantages (labour, energy, taxation), like the CEEC, 
and/or those confronted with less stri~gent regulations (state ~d.  environment etc.). 
Moreover, as has been observed in the case of Asian companies improving their export 
position following devaluation of their home currencies, cost competitiveness is strongly 
influenced  by  exchange  rate  fluctuations.  Being  cost competitive  is  all  the  more 
important because, to  a certain extent, steel products can be labelled· as  homogeneous, 
resulting for individual producers in a highly elastic  re~ation between steel  d1~mand and 
prices. Furthermore, price transparency for ordinary steel products and special products 
with standard dimensions, is  almost perfect because of regular publications of market 
prices by specialised agencies (available on the Internet). 
These Jactors, in relation to falling demand in Asia, have induced heavy  prio~ volatility 
throughout the second half of 1998. Sustained low price levels do  not allov' the  steel 
. industry to capitalise on the fruits of its efficiency efforts, nor do they contribute to the 
funding  of new  investments  and  RTD.  In order to  reduce  the  impact of sheer price 
competition characterising the trade in  ordinary steels,  the EU industry is  increasingly 
focusing on the production of steel products, and the provision of related  servi,~es, tailor-
made to the needs of  those (key) clients that are prepared to pay a "quality" premium. · 
2. 7.  Capital and investmernts 
Following privatisation and  the expansion of the share of private shareholdei'S in  their 
capital structure,  the EU. steel industry has  been able to reduce, more successfully than 
{US  and Japanese· steel  producers, their debt- position in  favour of equity.  Achieving a 
balance between shareholder value creation and the need for the industry to have a steady 
flow  of capital at its  dispos~. in  relation to the relatively long time span nec:essary to 
achiev.e profits on new investments, is not easily met if shareholders are merely interested 
in short-term gains. This can be illustrated by the sharp fall in share prices of  seVeral steel 
companies in the second half of 1998, triggered by the fear that the global steel market is. 
entering into a new crisis. However, since the beginning of 1999 share prices of most EU 
. steel companies have started to recover.  What should count .for companies Ct)ncemed, 
mor~over, is the capacity to continue to provide long-term satisfactory financial  :~etums. 
In  order  to  improve  competitiveness,· the  EU  industry  has  no  other  choice  but  to 
permanently  upgrade  existing  facilities  and  to- invest  in  new  technologies  requiring 
substantial investment levels. The _investment  potential is directly related to  profit levels 
and the overall co~t of capital.  Factors thaUnfluence the cost of capital are particularly 
interest  rates,  taxation  and  debt/equity  levels.  The .  ongoing  integration  of European 
_financial  markets,  associated  with  the  introduction  of  the  Euro,  offers  i:.nportant 
··  advantag~s  for  industry.  The Ancre~sed size  of the  capital  market  and  the  sharper 
comJ)etition between financial intermediaries should help to reduce the cost of capital. In 
addition, capital cost will be reduced because hedging cost disappe_ars  in the absence of 
currency risks within the eurozone. In comparison to some of its competitors (i.e. Japan), 
however, cost of  ca.pital remains higher for EU firms, 
5 .,  ,, 
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3.1.  The growang impact of globalisation 
Important steel customers, like the automotive and mechanical engineering industries are 
increasingly investing in, and consolidating with, companies outside the  EU~ Reaso11s  to 
do so. are to produce in closer proximity to end-users, to search for cost_ savings, to avoid 
· .. harriers  to  trade,  ·and.  to  improve  servicing·  capabilities.  Global  positioning  and 
.  · concentration  of steel  customers  result  in  increased  market  power,  stricter:  product 
requirements  and . standardisation,  as  well  as  the  need  for  spphisticated  delivery  and 
'logistic systems. As  far as  participation in  foreign  production plants are concerned, EU 
steel  producers  have  a  considerably ·I ower degree _of  investments  in  regions  like  the 
Americas and mainland Asia than, for ~xample, Japanese firms
6
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The trend towards further liberalisation of international steel trade, and thus  increased 
international  competition,  has- manifested itself clearly.  For  their  part,  most· OECD 
countries committed themselves; during the Uruguay Round, to completely abolish their 
tariffs  on steel  imports  by the year 2004.  Furthermore, important steel  producers  like 
Russia, Ukraine and China would be expected to subscribe to WTO commitments upon 
their eventual accession to the WTO. 
The financial  and economic crises iri  SE Asia, Russia and parts of Latin America have 
serfously disturbed traditional  international trade flows.  In  response to the pressures on 
. their  markets,  steel· industries  in  various  parts of the· world  have  increasingly  sought 
protection  through  anti-dumping and  anti-subsidy  measures,  as· well  as  through  other 
· means, su~h as tariff increases or minimum import prices. 
In  the  US, Jhe  Administration  has  come  tinder  intense  pressure  from  industry  and 
Congress to stem imports following ·a spectacular increase thereof .in  1998. The US  steel 
industry has presented a wave of anti-dumping, anti-subsidy and safeguard (Section 201)  .r. 
complaints. Congress has launched a series of bi,llscontaining provisions, some of which 
appear  to  be  at  variance  with  WTO  trade  rules,  such  as  the  Emergency Steel  Loan· 
Guarantee Act of 1999.  Finally, the Administration has presented on 5- August 1999, a 
New Steel Action Plan which proposes, a· strengthening of the US  trade laws, a global 
conference on  ov~r-capacity and a surveillance of the US  steel  imports, which could act · 
as an  early warning system. The Action Plan gives the  impression that across  bilateral 
consultations  some disguised  Voluntary 'Restraint  Agreements  (VRA) with  the  major-
steel exporting countries to  t~c US are not excluded.  ·  · 
. Since the collapse of  'negotiations towards a multilateral steel agreement, the OECD Steel 
Committee has remained the only international forum for dialogue ori steel. The EU has 
hecn instrumental.in guiding the Committee towards a more effective role in  relation to 
trade and trade-related issues.  · 
6 
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In 1997, on an EU initiative, the Steel Committee launched a "peer review" of trade and 
trade~related policies,  tq increase transparency and debate on issues such as  tariff and 
non-tariff  market  access  barriers,  dumping  and  subsidies.  The  EU  has  provided  a 
comprehensive "country report", but the exercise has been delayed because some other  · 
country -reports  have been incomplete, notably with respect to state aid granted at sub-
national level. 
In  November  1998;  again  following  an  EU  initiative,  the  Steel  Committee  issued  a 
statement on  the  need  to  maintain  open  markets  in  response  to  the  international· steel 
trade  crisis.  The  Et.J  is  monitoring  the  actions  of other countries  to  ensure  that  they 
respect the principles established in the Steel Committee statement. The Steel Committee 
should  enable  the  EU  to  address  crises,  such .  as  the  present  trade  situation,  in  close 
consu~tatiori with its partners, and to influence trade policy developments thrqugh peer 
pressure. 
3.2.  Matching steel supply and demand 
Past  experience  shows· that  crises  in  the  steel  industry  usually  have  their  roots  in 
(imbalances caused by rapid deniand fluctuations in combination with rather rigid supply 
·structures  and  global  over-capacity,  often  provoked by subsidised  investments  andfor 
public support of non-viable  c~mpanies. The immediate cause of the recent steel trdde 
prohlcms, can  be_ traced .to  the  collapse  of demand for  steel  in  SE Asia  and  currency 
realignments increasing the short-term competitiveness of crisis-affected countries. 
; 
Fluctuations  in  demand  are  related  to  business  cycles  but  also  have  structural 
backgrounds. Economic.cycles influence steel demand to a large extent, bearing in mind 
that  steel  is _used  for  both  consumer and  capital  goods.  Structural  factors  stem  from 
changes in customer preferences, product and process innovation, as  well as substitution 
of steel by other materials and vice-versa. In  terms of volume, steel demand is expected 
to increase more outside mature steel-markets like the EU, Japan and the  US, especially 
in  favour of Asian and Latin American countries.  The principal reason  for  this  is  the 
potential  demand  for  steel  products,  particularly for  infrastructure  upgrading.  From a 
quality perspective, however,  the  industry expects _an  important potential for increased 
steel demand in highly developed countries (durable consumer products, capital goods) as 
a result of further product development. 
As  regards  steel  production,  the  UN  Economic  Commission  for  Europe  (UN/ECE), 
warned iri  1997 of a potential over-capacity as a result of the rapid build-up of new steel-
making capacity in several net-importing regions (e.g. North America and Asia). Despite 
the fact  that- in  the  meantime  a number of ambitious projects have been  suspended  or 
cancell~d due to the recent turbulence on steel markets, total finished steel capacity wi!l 
nevertheless continue to expand. Although the volume of world steel trade has declined 
lately,  particularly  because  of lower  demand  in  Asian  economies, ·experts  forecast  a 
. recovyry ·in  a  few  years  time,  on  condition  that  benefits  of trade  liberalisation  are 
maintained, and escalation ·or trade conflicts is  avoided.  In  accordance with the  above- · 
mentioned trends, it is expected that world steel trade will focus  increasingly on higher  · 
value-added .products at  lhe; expense of ordinary -steels,  being increasingly traded on a 
regional base.  ' 
7 This, is  due  to  the  expe9ted  build-up  in  steel  capacity,  but_ also  to  the  fact that  the 
production of special steels is to i great extent concentrated in advanced steel-produc,ing 
countries. 
In  1998, the EU steel industry recorded a steet trade deficit {in volume) with the rest of· 
the world for the first time in its history, resulting from an exceptional surge in imports of 
around 50% and a fall  in exports of around 13%. In yalue terms, the EU remained a net 
exporter, .  owing  to  both  low.:.priced  imports  and  the  fact  that  EU  exports  consi.st  in 
general of  higher value-added products, but the trade surplus shrank by a third.  r, 
In the second quarter of 1999, a gradual reco\fery of price levels as· well as a decrease in 
imports in  the  EU market have  been·  ob~erved. flo  wever,  the  situation remains  rather 
fragile and can be easily disturb~ by any other--economic downturn in the international 
· market.  Moreover, long-term viability of EU  steel  companies will  also depend on  the · 
extent to which major steel  users influence the adaptation of the steei  industry through 
· their purchasing strategies. This is at ready starting to happen in the automobile industry, 
A  major carmaker recently announced a multi-annual, global strategy·to purchase steel 
from .  around  40  suppliers.  If  major  steel  consumers  in  the  EU  maintain  production . 
capacities in the EU, and if EU steel producers are successful in competing with imports, 
the  EU  steel  industry  will  remain  in  a  good  position  to  optimise  the  mix  betwee9 
deliveries to  the  internal market and exports to' third country markets.  If,  on  the other 
_ hand,  major steel  users  re-locate  part of their production outside the  EU; the  need  to 
export and/or to  follow  these  clients,  via  increased industrial  participation outs'ide  the 
{)  . 
EU, will have to beco~e an important factor in strategic decision~taking by the EU steel 
industry. 
. .  .  . 
. 3.3.  The EU enlargement 
The· objective of the  enlargement process  is  to  improve the  viability-prospects ·of the· 
_industry in the candidate countries, in order to cope with the competitive pressure arising  .  '  ,  . 
of full  EO-membership. The Europe Agreements concluded with the associated Central 
and Eastern European countries, provide for trade without any restrictions and with zero 
duty  in·  respect of steel  exports to the  EU.  The associated  countries  are. progressively 
dism~ntling tariffs  (this  should end on  31  December 1999), while the EU has done so 
__ already.  The Europe·· Agreements  contain  a  Protocol  on  ECSC products  (Protocol  2), 
which includes provisions on public aid for restructuring. The five-year "grace period" on 
state aid has expired for most CEEC and a further five-year extension has been requested. 
The  conditions  for  such  an  extension  (sound  national.  restructuring  programme  and  · 
viability plans 'for the  individual  companies), must  be  met by the  countries concerned 
. before  extension  is  granted.· The  Commission  will  monitor ·strictly 1these  conditions, 
especially in  view of the delay in the privatisation and  restructuri~g process in  most of 
the CEEC; which will increase the risk of gquiting non-compatible state aid to the steel 
industry. 
The  industry· in  candidate countries  presents  several  strengths,  such  as  relatively low 
labour cost and a good level  of technical qualification of the workforce· in a number of 
sectors,  like  steel  rind  mechanical production.  Weaknesses, on the other -hand,  include: 
outduted  production· set-up  in  combination  with·  slow  implementation  of  modern 
production  techniques,  low  energy  efficiency  and  overstaffing.  This  results in  sub-
optimal productivity levels and product standards in rieed of further development, a'i well 
as .in environmental constraints. 
B Priorities for industrial policies in candidate countries inClude privatisation, investments. 
in human and physical capital, increaseq productivity and product quality, as well as the 
creation of job opportunities as  an  alternative to those lost in .the  steel business. The 
parallel  implementation . of these  priorities  is  advancing  to9  slowly  and  many  steel· · 
companies are facing financial difficulties. 
Opportunities  for  the  EU  industry  are  open  access  to  potential  growth  m'arkets  and 
possibilities for industrial specialisation, based on comparative advantages offered by the 
CEEC: However, thorough restructuring in these· countries is a basic condition for the 
participation of EU and other private investors. If  this is achieved, entrepreneurs from the 
CEEC and the EU will mutually benefit from the larger European market. 
Moreover,  s_uccessful  integration  of the  CEEC  steel ·industry,  representing  a  major 
economic force  in  the candidate countries,  will  constitute a  major impulse  to overall 
economic integration.  - -
3.4.  The changing EU regulatory framework 
In  order to  prepare the  steer industry to  the expiry of the  ECSC Treaty  in  2002  and 
accompany its integration into the EC Treaty, a phasing-out/phasing-in policy-has been 
developed. As far as budgetary matters are concerned (restructuring and social support, 
loans etc.), this process started in ·1992. Phasing-in has proven to be difficult as far as 
RTD is concerned, due to the fact that EC based RTD (Framework Programmes) is less 
oriented  towards  the  speciftc  needs  felt  by the  industry compared  to  ECSC-financed'' 
RTD. During the Amsterdam Summit, a resolution was adopted to assure continuation of 
RTD activities, in line with the needs of both the steel and.coal industry, by employing 
the financial reserves of  the ECSC.  The Commission has submitted to the Council, at the 
latter's request, a  Communication containing suggestions to implement this resolution
7
. 
On  the  basis  of this  Communication,  the  Council  has _adopted  in  April  1999  new 
resolutions
8 to be legally impl~mented  in due time. 
The Single Market provides  firms  in  the  EU 'with  the  advantage of acquiring  trans-
frontier experience and .exploiting scale economies. This framework can provide leverage 
for-improving access to global markets. However, in the 1998 business survey organised 
by  the  Commission,  companies  identified  a  considerable· range  of  trade  barriers. 
(compatibility  with  different  national  specifications;  testing,  certification  or approval 
procedures;  public  procurement, ·taxation  and  state  aid  practices)  which  continue  to 
prevent them· from realising the fl!li  benefits of the Single Market.  Next to reducing the 
impact of trade barriers, EU steel companies would be able to benefit  more  from  the 
effect of free  competition if further Jihcralisation  is  achieved in sectors (e.g.  financial 
services, transport, cleclricily and gas) providing essential inputs to the industry. 
As far as environmental policies ·are concerned, various instruments are being considered, 
nationally and  at the  EU level,  in  order. to  implement commitments according to·  the 
Kyoto  Protocol  of the  United  Nations .  Framework  Convention ·on. Climate  Change 
(UNFCCC). These concern voluntary or negotiated Environmental Agreements
9
, carbon-
energy  tax,  the  Kyoto  Protocol's  flexible  mechanisms  ,and  Integrated  Pollution 
Prevention and Control (IPPC). 
9 
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The IPPC Directive Jays down measures designed to prevent or re'duce emissions in air, 
water and land including measures concerning waste. Permits will  be granted by local 
authorities  in  Member States,  that  will  determine  in_ ·each -c~e the  Emission  Limits 
Values: to  be set In  this context, the European IPPC Bureau has been entrusted with the 
responsibility  to  write  reference  documents  (BREFs)  describing  the  Best  Av-ailable._ 
Techniques (BAT) on the basis of an information exchange between Member States and 
the  industries concerned.  The BREF on  iron  and steel  production,  which has  recently 
been  fin~lised,  · identifies the  reduction o'f air emissions  and  the  management of solid 
waste as key environmental issues for the sector. 
4.1.  Reinforci-ng the human nnd technological bases  "i'or a more innovating steel 
-'industry 
In  the  Communication  "The  competitiveness  of European  enterprises  in  the  face  of 
. globalisatipn", the Commission has stressed the need to  develop an enterprise., culture: and 
risk-taking spirit that stimulate companies to go "global". Recommendations concentrate 
on  the need to review learning systems (i.e.  technical competencies, ICT-skills, spirit of 
enterprise), and the necessity to improve the efficiency of rese~ch and the exploitation 
thereof (including the  protection  of intellectual property and access  to· risk  capital  for 
innovative technology). To support this process, public funding should be reoriented. to 
non-material  investments. ·The  9bjective  is  to  contribute _to  the  modernisation-of· the 
industry and its capacity to adjust to evolving customer requirements, through combined 
effects  of  improved  industrial  capability  and. innovation  capacity.  ·To  this  end. 
-opp<>rtunitlcs  are  a~ailablc to  the  steel  industry  under  research  training  programmes ;_. 
included in  the 5
1
h RTD Framework Programme. These points will be developed below.  . 
faking  into account the steel  industry's particular· characteristics, in  order to  identify the 
most adequate set of actions to be taken by the main actors in this field. 
4.1.1.  Developing human capital 
{. 
,...  .· 
Skill and knowledge requirements h~lVe risen contin-uously, not only including knowledge 
of technical  processes, -but  also  the  ability for  analysis  and an  aptitude  for  teamwork. 
Related  to this,  is  the  rapidly changing world of work,  driven by compu.terisation  and 
information technologies
10
• A continuous training process and the establishment of "best 
practice"  education  and  training  arrangements  are  necessary  to  adapt  sl_(ills  to  these 
ch<mgcs.  Moreover,  new  _technologies  will  influence the organisation: of work  thereby , 
promoting_ ''self inanagcmcnt" of product ion teams and lesser levels of hierarchy. 
The aim  ~>f further developing the human capital  is  to  facilitate the  integration of new 
_ forms  of work  organisation  techniques  into  the  productive  process  and  to  improve,· 
performance  of  production '•'systems,  thereby  stressing socio-econOmic  aspects  i.e.-
cmpl~lymcnt, health, safety and job satisfaction. Currently, the steel industry gives way Jo 
an  exchange of "good  practices"  on  these  matters through  regular  meetings  between 
human resources Directors.  · 
10 
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J As  far as  new  staff is  concerned, the ·modem steel industry does not require  a mono-
thematic  speciali~ation,  but  a  solid  technical  and  scientific  base.  To  attract  highly 
' qualified staff, the steel industry is committed to intensify its contacts with universities 
and,  in  general,  further  work  on  its  image  (safety,  durability  and  environmental 
performances in relation to  high-technology)~ 
4.1.2.  Extending the social dialogue 
An  essential  task  is  the  need  to  motivate  people  through  effective  participation  and 
responsibility sharing in  the decision-taking process, in order to achieve the best results 
both_ in quality and quantity of production as well a8 in response and service to the· client. 
The management of the EU steel companies and the national and EU-wide Federations, 
as  well as  the  steelworkers'  trade Unions, are determined to deepen their long existing 
social  dial~gue. Join.t identification and implementation of actions Will, further reinforce 
the quality of the human assets of the industry, being one of its more evident. competitive 
advantages in relation with third countries. In this respect, activities of the "Mixed Steel 
Committee" but also the programme "Management of Chance and Human Resources", 
undertaken by the industry with the support of  the Commission, are good examples. 
A  recent  Communication 
11  of the  Commission  aims  to  promote  social  dialogue  at 
European level'. The current structure of the "Mixed Steel Committee" could be replaced, 
after the end of the ECSC Treaty, by a sectorial dialogue that would be the forum for the 
exchange  of information  on  best  practices,  and  for  the  negotiation ·of  agreements 
reconciling the companies' need for flexibility and job security for the employee~. 
4.1.3.  Technology, innovation and RTD 
Technological  innovation  is  one  of the  key  factors  for  the  orientation of acti~ns and 
policies in  the steel sectQr.  Three driving forces  are in play:  the need  to  produce new 
products to  satisfy customer requirements, the need to  reduce production costs by  new 
production technology and the need for clean technology (including more recycling).  . 
The key factor for moving in this direction is closer co-operation with user sectors in the 
field  of co-operative applied research. Consequently, the  process of improving product 
requirements. and  standat;.ds,  bearing  in  mind  environmental constraints,  fed  through  a 
continuous process based on·close co-operation with key customers (i.e. user-driven) has 
·to  be  broadened  and  reinforced.  In. this  respect,  it  is  judged  very  positive  that  an 
amhitious project like the UltraLight Steel Body (ULSAB), but also projects focusing on 
innovative  and  durable  building  materials  and .steel packaging,  have  had  a  favourable 
impact on co-operation between steel producers, manufacturers, clients, researchers and 
designers. The.se experiences can be used as models for other steel consuming sectors. 
In  addition to the development of new products, research is focused on a more efficient 
use of raw  materials, optimising energy consumption, reducing polluting emissions and 
decreasing investment and operating costs.  This research is being speeded ,up,  and the 
industriaUmplementation of new  technologies (e.g. smelting reduction processes, .DRI, 
compact  strip  mill:  Near  Net  Shape Casting)  throughout  the  production  process,  will 
mark the beginning of the millennium. Clear actions need to be developed for RTD to be 
sustained bearing in  mind that EU companies devote a smaller part of their resources to 
RTD compared to key-competitors.  ' 
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Conseq~ently comp-anies  must strengthen their efforts iri. this direction. Member States 
should als'o reinforce national research structures (universities, RTD centres). Community 
institutions, for their part, are ctirrently carrying put two .actions. Firstly, the phasing-in of · 
steel research to the 5th Framework Progranime. Secondly, the Commission has prepared 
a Communication putting' fo~ard principles, which have been reCently agreed -upon  by 
the Council in order to organise after 2002 the financi~g of  complementary research from 
the ECSC reserves.  ·  · 
JJi  the field of Electronic Cominerce, both the steel business and the Commission (e.g. the 
"Electronic Commerce Open Market Place for  Industry.Sectors" initiative) are  actively 
_ promoting  its  application  within  the  industry  thereby  giving  special  attention  tO  the. 
specific needs of SMEs.  - -
4.2.  Ensuring a level playing field within the EU and globally 
·  4.1.1.  Reinforce the benefitS of  the Single Market 
European companies' access to world markets will be facilitated if additional benefits can 
be  obtained .'from  effective. corfi.petition  within  the  Single  Market.  In  this  respect  the 
Single  Mark~t and  the  single ,currency are  key  elements  of Europe's  response- to  the  ~ 
· globalisation process .. 
. Much of. the Single Market action,  plan  has been  successfully  ~mplemented. However, 
despite  this  ·progress  (as  mentioned  in  chapter  3.4),  the  Single  Market  is  still not 
operating  optimally'
1
.  Increasing  price·  transparency  and  facilitated  cross-border 
transactions brought about by the Euro,while serving a$ a powerful integrating force,  ~ill 
also bring into focus the areas where problems remain. The Commission has prepared  <,1n 
overview of actions included in the Action Plan 
13  fqr the Single Market~ which still need 
. to be completed. As far as the steel industry is concerned, speedy follow-up is essential in 
the· harmonisation of standards (for example on construction products) and the extension 
·of  SLIM (mo9~misati_on CN and HS). Tile effective implementation of the Directives on 
electricity and gas and the liberalisation of transport markets are other priority actions. 
·  4.2.2.  Phasing-out/phasing-in o(the ECSC Treatv 
Actions related to the expiry of the ECSC Treaty in 2002, on top of those  mentio~ed in 
·paragraph 4.l.3 (RTD), can be summarised as follows:  ·  · 
o  ·pJ:mse-out  the ECSC  st~tistical framework  by reducing the fre.quency of reports  and 
breakdown  by  Member. States  until  2002.  After  2002,  ECSC  statistics  are  to  be  . 
harmonised in  line with  the  general  statistical framework.  Commission  services  arc 
.preparing, in co-operation with the steel and ·other basic industries and Member States, 
a feasibility study that will concentrate on legal aspects, and the transitional measures 
needed to .improve the industrial statistics in the EU after 2002. The steel industry may 
develop an  information system tailor made to its specific needs, in  full  respect of the 
competition rules in this field. 
e  Reduce  the  frequency of the  "Forward Programme  for  Steel", to  b~ adopted  on  a 
yearly basis as from the year 2000 on.  ·  ·  · 
12 
I .  -
o  The rules affecting trade in .ECSC steel products are to  be fully integrated into the 
Common Commercial Policy governing E~  products. 
,  •  ECSC Decisions related to steel pricing policy,  will be phased out by reducing the 
obligation of producers to submit less relevant prices and volumes information. 
•  The legal framework for ~oncentrations in- the steel industry will be aligned with the 
regulations jn place for all other industrial_sectors
14
•  - - · 
•  A new "Steel Aid Gode" in  the form of Commission guidelines based on Article 88 
- ( 1) of the EC Treaty is currently being prepared by the Commission. These rules, to be 
applied for a ~ufficient. period, should be based on the approach adopted in the existing 
aid code. 
4.2."3.  Competition policy and-state aid 
Developing  and  administering  a  "workable"  competition  policy  is  one_  of  the- most 
- important government activities ,in supporting the competitiveness of industries. both in. 
home  and  export  markets.  For  th~ steel  industry,  with  its  relatively  homogeneous 
products  and  large  number  of  suppliers~  free  and  fair  competition  constitutes  an 
essential element in  securing a future.  There are  three  aspects of competition  policy-
- particularly  imp<?_!lant  in  this  context:  the  treatment  Of  horizontal  and  vertical 
agreements, mergers and state aid: 
•  Horizontal co-operation in the  field of RTD already receives a favourable  treatment-
from the competition policy's point of view. A swifter and simplified treatment is still 
needed  for  those  cases  involving_ such  agreements, in  so  far- as  they do not create 
distortions of competition and they stimulate EU companies to close the gap in terms 
of international technology alliances.  Regulations on vertical agreements are already 
being. reviewed, in order ~0 take into account intensified contacts between-companies 
all  over  the  world  not  in  the  least  dnven  by  the  progress- in  information  and 
-communication technologies.-
•  It is expected that  the  near future  will  bring an  increasing amount of consolidations 
world-wide  in  -the· steel  industry,  mainly  through  mergers,- take-overs  and  joint 
ventures. The steel industry still is, for a big part of its pt:oducts, less concentrated than 
other basic industries, whereas the demand side becomes increasingly concentrated. 
•  The Commission reports prepared at  the request of the Cardiff European Council of_ 
June  1998  recommend  that  Member  States_  should  set  precise  objectives  for -a 
reduction_ in  state aid  and· redirect them away from ad-hoc and sectorial aid towards 
measures designed to correct market distortions. In the meantime, it is important that 
strict  rules  are  maintained so as· to  avoid distortion of competition among EU steel 
producers, even after the expiry of the ECSC Treaty in July 2002 (see 4.2.2). These 
rules would also apply in the CEEC steel restru_cturing process. Other steel-producing-
countries should also  be encouraged  to  apply  strict state aid  disciplines,  bearing in 
mind world-wide over-c~pacities and substantial Government involvement in the steel 
sector of  so~e  third countries:  -
13 ... 
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The new round of WTO negotiations provides a,n  opportunity to develop a multilateral 
framework  of competition  rules.  As  business  activities  become increasingly global  in 
nature  it  i~ essential  that WTO members be committed to  the adoption  and  effective 
enforcement of a competition law regime and to enhanced co-operation in order to deal 
with anti-~ompetitive practices affecting. international trade and investment; 
The EtJ has taken the initiative to launch discussions on this subject in the WTO, which 
has  established  a  working  group  to  consider  the  inter-action  between  trade  and 
competition policy  . 
As  regards· the global  approach to subsidisation, all WTO Members are bound by  the 
WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures ("SCM Agreement").  This 
agreement which sets out a comprehensive system. o( subsidies disciplines  - explained· 
immediately below- applies to all economic sectors including the steel sector. The main, 
feature of the SCM Agreement, as opposed to internal EC State aid rules for steel. is that 
subsidies  are  allowed  with  the  exception  of two_ types  of prohibited  subsidies  ("red" 
subsidies),  but  are  always  subject  to remedial  action  if adverse  economic effects  are 
caused to the industry of other WTO Members unless they fall  into the special "green-
-light" category. In particular,. the SCM Agreement prohibits export subsidies and import 
substitution  subsidies,  but  grants  non-actionable  status  to  subsidies. which  are  non~ 
specific and to certain specific "green-light" subsidies (RTD, environmental and regional 
aid).  All other subsidies are permitted but subject to dispute settlement or CVD action by 
other WTO Memb_ers  if they  cause  adverse' effects.  Certain  "dark amber"- subsidies. 
(subsidies .  exceeding  5%,  coverage  C?f  operating  losses  and  debt  forgiveness)  are 
presumed to cause such effects; this presumption is rebuttable by the subsidising country 
and specifically does not apply to the one-time rescue or restructuring aid allowed under 
Community state aid rules. The "dark amber" and "green-light" provisions, contained in  . 
·Articles 6.! and 8 of the SCM Agreement: are due to expire by the end of 1999, unless 
they are renewed by WTO Members. 
Given.  the existing· multilateral  subsidy framework,  the failure  of past efforts to  reach 
. agreement on steel-specific subsidy rules and the absence of sectorial initiatives in  the 
New Round, the best chance .of creating a level playing field on subsidies at the globaJ 
level would be to make full use of the provisions in the SCM Agreement and if possible 
to  re-enforce  these  horizontal  subsidyc  disciplines  in · the  .  New . Round  of  WT9 
negotiations. In·  addition, the EU will continue to  press for greater transparency on  the 
trade,  competition  and  state  aid  policies· of  other  countries  with  respect  to  steel 
_ restructuring processes in  the OECD Steel Committee. 
When. negotiating bilateral trade and co-operation agreements with third countries,  the 
Commission seeks approximation of competition and state aid disciplines with a view to· 
reducing  distortion  of trade  and  industrial  competitiveness.  Where  appropriate,  the 
Commission also negotiates specific competition and state aid commitments on  ECSC 
steel products, including conditions relating to the use of state aid for restructu-ring. This 
is already the case for the EU's agreements with countries in Central and Eastern Europe, 
Turkey, Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan. The latter should enter irito force on 1 January 
2000.  - ' 
14 ·In ·future bilateral negotiations with major steel producing  countri~s closely associated 
with  the. Community,  the  Commission. will  seek  to  promote  strict  disciplines  on 
competition, state aid· and restructuring. In so doing, it will take account of the provisions 
CO[)tained  in  the EU's  internal  legislation  and  the  Guidelines  adopted  in the  Industry 
Council o_f  16· November  1998.  These Guidelines recommend that  counrti~s curr~ntly 
undertaking ·steel industry restructuring and especially thos~ with important Governm~nt · 
il!volvement  in this  process_ should prepare a  comprehensive restructm:ing  programme 
which should include, inter-alia, a demonstration of how strict compliance with· releyant 
state aid rules will be a~hieyed or fulJ  details of the'amount, nature and duration of the 
state  aid  proposed,  realistic  and  comprehensive  viability  plans  for  the  .individual 
companies .  and  :strict  tim~table . for:  the  restructuring  measures,  including  capacity 
reductions and a detailed monitoring of the progress in implementing these mt~asures. 
It is important to remember that Community industry will have recourse to countervailing 
·or WTO dispute settlement measures against au· third countries until implementing rules 
on  state aid are  properly  applied.  It  goes  without_ saying  that  such  measures  will  be 
availaple with regard to all  third countries where no bilateral arrangements on steel aid 
are envisaged. 
4.2.4.  Access to global markets  · 
Markets throughout the world are increasingly open for foreign competition.  However, 
exporters are still too often faced with an array of  trad~ barriers, ranging from prohibitive 
high customs tariffs, import restrictions, as  well as bureaucratic regulations (licensing, 
certification, inspections etc:). 
On  tariffs, the EU and cet1ain. other WTO partners committed themselves in the Uruguay · 
Round to eliminate tariffs on certain steel products by January 2004. In the New Round, 
the EU will be encouraging other countries to accept the same commitment. It  will also 
.  / 
be seeking substantial tariff reductions on all products, increased tariff harmonisation (for 
example through tariff bands) and 100% tariff binding.  -
Trade· barriers  are  often  related  to  national  standards  applied  by  a  numbc~r of· steel 
importing countries. These st~dards need to be made more transparent and h.arrnoniSed 
_ to  those  internationally agreed upon  (e.g.  European  Standards).  Moreover, a  common 
basis  for  an  international  trade law (following for example the  UNCITRAL initiative) 
should ~e developed to profect firms' from malpractice by trading partners, often covered 
hy nntionallegis1ation.  ·  · 
Companies  in  the  steel  business  are· called  upon  to  make  use  of the.  Market  Access 
Strategy !aunched by the El1
15  in order to inform the Commission about trade barriers so 
that  the Commission can seek  to  eradicate barriers that are- incompatible  with  a  third 
country's WTO or other international commitments.  · 
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4.2.5.  Actions to reduce the environmental impact of  steel operations 
The development and implementation of environmental, economic and  soCial_ policies, 
including the definition and evaluation of their instruments, should take into account the 
inter-relationship  between  these  policies  and .  the  potential  impact  thereof  for  the 
competitiveness of the Community's industry. Targets adopted- within the Kyoto Protocol 
on greenhouse gas emissions reach far beyond the environmental background and have a 
_ truly global dimensibn. The EU steel industry has already contributed to the objective of 
-the  UNFCCC  as  it  has  .. for  the  past  20  years  reduced  the  amount of greenhouse  gas 
emissions by almost 40%.  .  ~  · 
The  industry  is  evaluating  the  possibility  of voluntary  or  negotiated  Environmental 
Agreements, considered as an environmentally efficient and cost effective way to achieve 
. reduCtion targets. The Commission will study .any proposal from the steel industry on the 
·possibility to employ such agreements at  European level. These agreements could play an 
important role as part of the policy package required by the Ky~to Protocol. The Protocol 
is asking parties to demonstrate progress in reducing their emissions by 2005 in  view of .. 
. the first commitment period of 2008 - 2012.  · 
. Meanwhile, because of the investment time span in the steel sect01' and the actual limits 
on  improvement  with  existing  technologies,  the  EU  steel · industry  considers  that 
reduction targets should be dealt-with over·a loriger period . 
The  fact  that  the  sector will  be  subject  to-the  provisions of the  IPPC  Directive  will 
contribute significantly to limitation of carbon dioxide emissions, because. it will ensure 
that industry. operations will move ii?  the direction of Best Available Techniques (BAT).  _ 
The Commission has launched, with the invoivement of governments and industry, the 
information  exchange_  on  BAT as  a  useful  instrument  for  identifying  the  extent  of 
possible improvements and technologies capable of achieving them.  This exercise mu.st 
continue and give rise to concrete actions in the Member States. 
A  major  characteristic  of steel  is  the  fact  that  it  can  be  recycled,  with  the  double 
advantage of cleaning up the environment and using the latent energy content o{  scrap. 
The deimind for high quality .steel products implies that cleaner scrap is required. In order 
to meet this demand, operators in  the recycling chain have to adjust their operatiOIJS .. In 
. this ·respect,  recommendations  presented  in a  recent· Commission  Communication 
16 
should be given a speedy follow-up, especially in  relation with the review of the waste 
definition and with the harmonised implementation of waste management legislation. 
4.3; ·  Promoting industrial co-operation with third countries 
43.1.  Central and Eastern European countries 
-In  order to  support  the  enlargement  process,  the  Commissi.on  has  adopted  in  1998 a 
Communication entitled "A  glob~J approach to promote regional  ~d  social conversion 
and to  facilitate industrial. restructuring in  th~ CEEC: the case of steel"17• The objeCtive , 
of this Communication  is  to  contrihulc  lo  ihc  adjustment' of the  steel  industry  in ·-Jhe 
CEEC, in view of their integral ion irlto the Single .Market. The measures proposed should 
act  as  a  catalyst  for  co-operation  between  the  private  sector,  social  partners,  the . 
administrations  of the ·countries concerned  and _the  1'1ternational  Fin~cial Institutions 
(EIB, EBRD, WB etc.). As  stipu.lated  in  the · aforementio~ed  Communication,  Member  States  and  the 
Comriussion,  with  pre-accession  financial  assistance  (e.g.  PHARE  and  the  new 
Instrument  for  Structural  Polices  for  Pre-accession),  should  assist  in  the. funding  of 
accompanying social and regional  measures  of the  steel  restructuring process,  support 
efforts to  remove legal  and adillinistrative obstacles· to  investment, and provide expert 
assistance in fields such as  market research, the establishment of business plans and the 
preparation ofprivatisation. Moreover, Member States and the Commission will continue 
initiatives to promote a dialogue between all governments involved, in the framework of 
the European Steel Forums, of which the first edition took place in October 1998 and the 
second one is scheduled forMarch 2000.  · 
Participation of EU firms,  for example in  the privatisation of CEEC steelworks, taking 
' part in speci:(ic steel operations" or through creation of joint ventures to develop specific 
steel applications, are effective ways to stimulate a speedy and efficient restructuring of 
the steel industry. This may also include implementation of joint RTD projects. Producer 
associations have t<? play_ a major role in this respect. 
Furthermore,  labour  unions  and  other  stakeholders  should play a  role  by  organising 
meetings  with  their counterparts in  the  CEEC and  explain  their  respective  roles  in  a 
modem  market economy. Involvement of soCial  partners in  this  process  is  particularly· 
important, as it is su'pportive in the creation of a  level playing field. for pdvate initiatives. 
These initiatives will enable the CEEC ·industry to  prep¥e itself for  the  challenges of 
accession to the EU and, more generally,.for the increasing globalisation of steel mark~ts.· 
CEEC governments ryave to create appropriate condi~ions to achieve a level playing field; 
before  accession  takes  place,  as  noted  in  the.  aforenientioried  Communication.  Most· 
important in this context ~s the elaboration: and adoption of a sound and comprehensive 
steel restructuring programme, based upon the viability of individual steelworks, with a. 
clear tjmetable for the implementation thereof, 
4.3.2.  Industrial co-operation with other countries · 
The Commission and steel  business have to develop actions to  reduce the risks and  to 
t~ke the opportunities that globalisation offers _in  relation to other·(potentially) interesting  · 
third markets. Commission services will .therefore closely monitor developments in these : 
markets, in order to foster the creation of level playing fields for investments. One way to 
do  ~o is  to  address. (in  Contact Groups,  Round· Tables  etc.)  issues  like  industrial. co-
operation as well -as problems encountered. by EU companies on  third country markets. 
On-going  activities  in  this .field  arc  the  EU.:Russia  Round  Table,  the  MEBF  an{t  the 
TABD, whilst the ASEAN, SouthAfrjca and China are earmarked. a<; future activities. 
These initiatives should, however, not be limited to  a mutual exchange of information, .  · 
· · although useful in itself, but shouid lead to. tangible results such as MRAs, codes of good 
conduct, creating  saf~ conditions for  iriv~stments, limitations of "buy-local" rules etc. 
Other. initiatives include the organisation of steel conferences as well as different types of 
workshops focusing on specific problems facing the steel companies in certain countries, 
such as adoption of environmental regulations .. Moreover, recent initiatives such as  the 
Mercosur steel conference and different workshops in the CEEC proved to be successful 
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In  order to. improve the effectiveness of these initiatives, close. co-operation is needed 
between public authorities, both, from  the  Union and third countries involved, and the 
respective industry participants. The latter should not be limited to producers and their.  · 
·associations, but should also include other market operators like steel consumers, steel 
stockholders/service centres, as well as representatives of labour unions. 
4.4.  . lmprovinl!: co-operation between main stake.hoBders 
Challenges  facing  the  EU  steel  industry  have  an  impact on all  firms  within  the  steel 
business,  w~ether  it  concerns  the  biggest  steel  producer  or  small  recycling  firrns.- · 
Moreover,  although  a  relatively  high  degree- of  integration  exists  throughout  the 
production chain, factors' that affect the competitiveness of individual companies arc not 
necessarily the same. Consequently, initi-atives to i.mprove competitiveness. for example 
by  means of strategic  partnerships,  should  he  bas~d up()Q  a  detailed  analysis  of the 
specific competitive factors of the individual stakeholders. 
ln.· this  res·p~ct  it  is  important  to  note  several  iQitiatives  by Member States  and .  the 
Commission to further develop the EU benchmarking initiative, especially as  it  focuses 
- on  framework  conditions,  i.e.  fadors  that  are  important  for  the  overall  industrial. 
development of the EU; 
·The analysis, la~nch and· implementation of the actions contained in this Con'lmunkation 
· requires that an action plan ~ust be developed and put into place progressively by means 
·  of a conti.nued debate between the different actors in the steel business, the. Commission 
arid  wherever .required,  experts  from  the  MS.  Jn  this- respect,  the  structured  dial~lguc 
between stakeholders in  the steel  business, as has been fostered the last ·45 yems within 
the ECSC Consultative Committee, has provided·a very useful platfonn for discussions. 
Thi~ especially concerns industrial restructuring,  steel  markets perspectives, the  social 
dialogue and RTD. The Commission will support t!le  idea of launching, by the business. 
community,  of an  efficient and flexible  forum  serving as  a. platform  for  a  structured 
dialogue between industrial stakeholders, after the expiry_ofthe ECSC Treaty. 
The Commission considers ihat the  steel -ind!Jstry  of the  EU,  though  among the  most 
modern and competitive in  the world, faces a set of chalienges that must he  met in  order 
to tmiintain and, If possible strengthen further,  its international compctitivcr1css. A set of 
itctioils. to  he devC!orcd and pursued by  the main stakeholdr.rs of'  th·;~  -:t('el f:lusincss,.the. 
Commission and/or Meml?cr .Stales,  has  been  idcnttlied  JJI  llH.:  present  LommunH.;~trOJI.  -
The Comn-iis~ion will  implement, in  co-operation with these actors, a structured follow-
up ·of these  actions  and  it  will  closely  monitor· .the  evolution  of  the  international 
c_t>mpetitiveness  of this  sector and  it  will  periodically report  to  the  Council. on· these : 
issues. 
18 
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